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Able Assist Patient Transfer Aids
The Able Assist Patient Transfer Aid provides
a safe and easy solution for a Carer wishing to
transfer a client. A standard version is available
(PT003), an adjustable leg version (PT004)
and a folding version (PT005).
The Able Assist enables Users to participate
in transfers, improving muscle tone. It is ideal
for transferring Users from room to room,
increasing the User’s independence.

Adjustable
Transfer Sling
This transfer sling has keyhole
locks which fit on to the sling
location anchors, each side
of the handle bar. There are
three keyhole locks, which
accommodate different size
Users. (Fits all models)

For those Users who can raise from a seated position to
a standing position, the Able Assist is ideal. The Carer
will rotate the seat parts, the User stands on the footplate
provided. The Carer will then lower the seat flaps and
the User can be seated, having their legs supported by
the knee brace, and hold on to the horizontal bar in front
of them, making them feel secure. Model PT004 which
is easy to operate by pedal, adjustable legs is ideal for
getting close up to a Riser Recliner Armchair.

PT004 Specifications
»» Width: 53cm (21″)
»» Height: 106cm (42″)
»» Length: 82cm (32″)
»» Knee Pad Width: 39cm (15″)
»» Knee Pad Height: 26cm (10″)
»» Knee Pad Height from Base:
25 - 49cm (10 - 19″)
»» Handle Height: 90cm (35.5″)
»» Seat Height to Bottom:
62cm (24.5″)
»» Seat Height to top: 67cm (26″)
»» Chassis Length: 87cm (34″)

The transfer aid has 4 wheels, 2 of which have brakes
allowing this aid to be manoeuvred easily from room to
room. The narrow width of this Aid enables the Carer to
manoeuvre easily through standard doorways. The Able
Assist can be wheeled directly up to a toilet, with wheels
positioned either side of the W/C, offering the User more
dignity. To sit down, the above process is reversed.

DESCRIPTION

CODE

Able Assist Transfer Aid - Standard

PT003

Able Assist Transfer Aid - Leg Adjustable

PT004

Able Assist Transfer Aid - Folding

PT005

Transfer Sling

4200BE

PT003 Specifications
»» Width: 61cm (24″)
»» Height: 97cm (38″)
»» Length: 86cm (34″)
»» Knee Pad Width: 39cm (15″)
»» Knee Pad Height: 26cm (10″)
»» Knee Pad Height from Base:
17 - 41cm (6.5 - 16″)
»» Handle Height: 85cm (33.5″)
»» Seat Height to Bottom:
62cm (24.5″)
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»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

»» Chassis Width (Front):
52cm (20.5″)
»» Chassis Width (Back):
50cm (19.5″)
»» Chassis Width (Internal):
49 - 76cm (19 - 30″)
»» Plain Castors (Front):
7.5cm (3″)
»» Brake Castors (Back):
7.5cm (3″)
»» Max User Weight:
185kg (29st)
PT005 Specifications
»» Width Open: 61cm (24″)
»» Width Folded: 37cm (14.5″)
»» Height: 97.5cm (38″)
»» Length: 78cm (31″)
»» Knee Pad Width: 36cm (14″)
»» Knee Pad Height: 25cm (10″)
»» Knee Pad Height from Base:
19 - 43cm (7.5 - 17″)
»» Handle Height: 87cm (34″)
»» Seat Height to Bottom:
59cm (23″)

Seat Height to top: 67cm (26″)
Chassis Length: 75cm (29.5″)
Chassis Width (Front): 46cm (18″)
Chassis Width (Back): 61cm (24″)
Chassis Width (Internal): 35cm (14″)
Plain Castors (Front): 7.5cm (3″)
Brake Castors (Back): 7.5cm (3″)
Max User Weight: 185kg (29st)
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»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Seat Height to top: 77cm (30″)
Chassis Length: 79cm (31″)
Chassis Width (Front): 46cm (18″)
Chassis Width (Back): 61cm (24″)
Chassis Width (Internal):
34.5cm (13.5″)
»» Plain Castors (Front): 7.5cm (3″)
»» Brake Castors (Back): 7.5cm (3″)
»» Max User Weight:
185kg (29st)

Lifting / Turning Aids
Orbital Transfer Platform

Ambiturn Sit to Stand Transfer Aid

The Orbital Transfer Platform assists a person who is weight
bearing and has good upper body strength to transfer from
one seated position to another.

The Ambiturn Sit to Stand Transfer Aid assists with
pivoting transfers between different seat surfaces and
can transport Users short distances.

Specifications
»» Width: 66cm (26″)
»» Height to Front Handles: 76cm (30″)
»» Height to Top Bar: 99cm (39″)
»» Depth: 69cm (27″)
»» Max User Weight:
222kg (35st)

Specifications
»» Width: 63cm (25″)
»» Height: 118cm (46.5″)
»» Depth: 57.5cm (22.5″)
»» Max User Weight:
150kg (24st)

CODE

DESCRIPTION

800

Orbital Transfer Platform without Knee Support

805

Orbital Transfer Platform with Knee Support

800FA

Orbital transfer platform with Forearm Platform

CODE

DESCRIPTION

806PUSUPPORT

Knee Support Only

PT001

Ambiturn Sit to Stand Transfer Aid

Ablestand Patient Turner

Turner Pro

The Ablestand Patient Turner helps a Carer or attendant
to transfer a User to another seat, bed, wheelchair, toilet
or commode by standing and turning. Easily dismantled/
reassembled without tools for transportation and storage.

The Turner PRO is a turn aid with a functional design
that offers safe patient turning with standing support.
The only adjustment necessary is the height of the leg support
and the handle. Thereafter, the transfer can be performed safely
whilst the caregiver and user can maintain eye contact and
communication. The orange handle provides a strong,
high contrasting colour which can help users with impaired
vision or dementia. The small footplate makes it the perfect
choice of transfer aid when transferring in tight spaces.

Specifications
»» Width: 49cm (19″)
»» Height: 80 - 126cm (31.5 - 50″)
»» Depth: 45cm (18″)
»» Maximum User Weight:
150kg (24st)

Specifications
»» Width: 38cm (15″)
»» Height: 78 - 120cm (30 - 49″)
»» Depth: 45cm (18″)
»» Maximum User Weight:
200kg (31.5st)

CODE

DESCRIPTION

CODE

DESCRIPTION

PT002

Ablestand Patient Turner

16090106

Turner Pro
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Lifting / Turning Aids
Ambiturn Sling

Turn Table

For additional safety and peace of mind a transfer sling
can be used with the Ambiturn. The transfer sling has a
Velcro strap, in addition to a buckle which locks in place, the
strapping of which fits over the handle bar of the Ambiturn
transfer aid, enabling the User to feel more secure.

This strong and lightweight turntable provides easy
rotation. Swivels 360˚ for smooth and easy moving
in any direction. It enables the User to be transferred
more safely from chair to chair, from chair to bed etc.
Specifications
»» Diameter: 40cm (16″)
»» Weight: 1kg (2lb)
»» Maximum User Weight: 115kg (18st)

CODE

DESCRIPTION

PTBXXS

Extra Extra Small

PTBXS

Extra Small

PTBS

Small

PTBM

Medium

PTBL

Large

CODE

DESCRIPTION

PTBXL

Extra Large

HCA013

Turn Table

Ambiturn and Ablestand
Deluxe Feeder Sling

Swivel Seat
Developed to aid people who have mobility problems to
turn on a number of different types of seats. Top disc rotates
a full 360º over bottom disc, allowing smooth two way turning
action. Suitable for many applications including dining chairs or
car seats. Slip resistant underside enables secure positioning
on seat. Fleece cover is warm and comfortable and
removable for machine washing.

The Deluxe one Carer Feeder Ambiturn/Ablestand
Sling enables the Carer to assist the User to a standing
position, using the Ambiturn or Able Stand. Carer assists
the user to stand by feeding the strap through the belt.
Available in three sizes - Small, Medium and Large

Specifications
»» Diameter: 40cm (16″)
»» Maximum User Weight: 115kg (18st)

CODE

DESCRIPTION

4401BE

Small

4402BE

Medium

CODE

DESCRIPTION

4403BE

Large

SWIV001RT

Swivel Seat
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Moving & Handling Accessories

Slide Sheets

Easy Stool is a versatile piece of equipment which
is used to aid the repositioning of a User in a chair, in to
and out of bed or on a toilet. Other applications include
facilitating sling fitting, wound dressing, tying shoe laces
and raising a User’s knees while seated on a toilet.

Slide Sheets allow basic handling without
the need to lift the patient. They are invaluable
when moving a patient on or off a bed,
for turning the patient in bed and as an
aid to sitting the patient up in bed.
Tubular slide sheets allows 3 basic patient
handling tasks without the need to lift and
without the risk of shearing to the User’s skin.

Easy Gloves are mits which can
be used in a multitude of moving
and handling procedures to reduce
friction and shear. The easy gloves
can be used to release skin loading
when profiling in a bed, applying
slings or inserting easy slide boards.

Oval Slide Boards is a sliding board
which is used for supine transfers
from one bed or stretcher to another
but also for positioning higher up in
the bed. It can also be used to assist
placement of a lifting sling both in the
recumbent and in seating positions.

(1) Turning a patient
(2) Sitting a patient up in bed
(3) Moving a patient on/off bed
The Slide Sheets are made from strong nylon
material which allows friction free movements on
both sides of the Sheet. Slide Sheets reduce manual
handling effort and strain, minimizing the risk of
back and other injuries to Carers. They reduce skin
tears and bruising and promote patient comfort
and dignity. Each Sheet is provided with a
hanging loop for storage or handle loops,
which are colour coded for size.

Handle
loops are
colour coded
for size

Leg Lifter is a
comfortable padded leg
lifter or handling sling that
can be used for transfers
or the re-positioning of
patient’s legs safely on
or off a leg rest.

CODE

DESCRIPTION

CODE

DESCRIPTION

COLOUR LOOP

5000BE

Easy Stool

4301BE

Tubular Slide Mini Reusable (60cm x 41cm (23.5″ x 16″))

Blue

5001BE

Easy Gloves (Supplied in Pairs)

4302BE

Tubular Slide Standard Reusable (122cm x 71cm (48″ x 28″))

Black

5002BE

Oval Slide Boards 46 x 19cm (Supplied in Pairs)

4303BE

Tubular Slide Sheet Long Reusable (145cm x 71cm (57″ x 28″))

Green

5003BE

Oval Slide Boards 85 x 39cm (Supplied in Pairs)

4304BE

Tubular Slide Sheet Extra Long Reusable (200cm x 71cm (79″ x 28″))

Yellow

5004BE

Leg Lifter

4305BE

Tubular Slide Sheet Maxi Reusable (200cm x 140cm (79″ x 55″))

Red
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Serena Pillow Lift

WendyLett Turning System

The Serena Pillow Lift is an electrically
powered backrest designed to assist Users
with limited upper body strength to alter their
position from lying to sitting in bed.

The WendyLett Turning System has
been developed to facilitate repositioning
in bed. The system consists of high and
low friction material working together
in the design of the fabric: the weave
is smooth in one direction only.

»» Also allows Users with breathing or cardiac problems
to sleep fully supported in a semi elevated position
»» In its raised position, it offers support for reading,
eating or watching TV and may also assist with
getting in and out of bed
»» Fully portable and can be easily fitted either side
of any style of bed - slatted, metal framed or divan
»» Simply placed on top of mattress
»» Compact frame and ultra quiet operation allows
partner to sleep in same bed uninterrupted
»» Sturdy, lacquered plywood frame blends discreetly
into any bedroom decor and is easily wiped clean
with non abrasive household cleaner
»» Central actuator is unobtrusive and provides
a smooth, stable lifting action
»» Soft foam mattress made from combustion modified
polyether foam offers comfort for long periods in bed
»» Dartex mattress cover is waterproof and fully
machine washable for hygiene
»» Soft touch hand control can be
effortlessly operated by arthritic hands
»» Maximum degree of lift: 80°

WendyLett Base Sheet
»» Assists turning in bed for Users
with mild to moderate difficulty
in turning independently
»» Sliding is lateral in the
direction of the stripes
»» Slide sheet has a clear
pattern of wide grey stripes
on a white background
»» Excellent for sufferers of
MS, Parkinsons, etc.
»» Offers many cost benefits
for service provider and User

»» WendyLett’s components can be washed at
up to 90°C for efficient infection control
»» Can remain underneath the User as bed linen compared
to traditional slide sheet systems that must be removed
»» Pattern of the fabric (striped or check) indicates direction of slide
»» Anti-slide material at edges for greater safety
»» Choice of three styles/sizes of base sheet (midi, maxi
or fitted) depends on risk assessment of the User

Soft touch
hand control can
be effortlessly
operated by
arthritic hands

NAME

PART NO

SIZE

SLIDING AREA

Base Sheet Mini

R1629

100 x 200cm

60cm (23.5″)

Base Sheet Midi

R1634

140 x 200cm

60cm (23.5″)

Base Sheet Maxi

R1639

200 x 200cm

70cm (27.5″)

Base Sheet Fitted

R1641

200 x 90cm

70cm (27.5″)

Base Sheet Fitted

R1651

200 x 105cm

80cm (31.5″)

Base Sheet Maxi

R1669

200 x 220cm

100cm (39″)

2WAY Mini

R1631

100 x 200cm

n/a

2WAY Midi

R1636

140 x 200cm

n/a

4WAY Midi

R1637

140 x 200cm

n/a

4WAY Maxi

R1647

200 x 200cm

n/a

2WAY Mini Complete System (R1629 and R1631)

R1630

100 x 200cm

60cm (23.5″)

2WAY Midi Complete System (R1634 and R1636)

R1635

140 x 200cm

60cm (23.5″)

2WAY Maxi Complete System (R1639 and R1636)

R1640

200 x 200cm

70cm (27.5″)

2WAY Midi Fitted Complete System (R1641 and R1636)

R1642

200 x 90cm

70cm (27.5″)

CODE

DESCRIPTION

FRAME WIDTH

FRAME LENGTH

LENGTH WITH MATTRESS

MAX HEIGHT UP

MAX HEIGHT DOWN

WEIGHT WITH MATTRESS

WEIGHT CAPACITY

4WAY Midi Complete System (R1634 and R1637)

R1638

140 x 200cm

60cm (23.5″)

SERENAS

Serena with Short Mattress

71cm (28″)

72cm (28″)

73cm (29″)

66cm (26″)

15cm (6″)

10kg (23lb)

135kg (22st)

4WAY Maxi Complete System (R1639 and R1637)

R1643

140 x 200cm

70cm (27.5″)

SERENAM

Serena with Standard Mattress

71cm (28″)

72cm (28″)

124cm (49″)

66cm (26″)

15cm (6″)

11kg (25lb)

135kg (22st)

4WAY Midi Fitted Complete System (R1641 and R1637)

R1644

200 x 90cm

70cm (27.5″)

SERENAL

Serena with Long Mattress

71cm (28″)

72cm (28″)

183cm (72″)

66cm (26″)

15cm (6″)

12kg (26lb)

135kg (22st)

4WAY Maxi Fitted Complete System (R1641 and R1647)

R1645

200 x 90cm

70cm (27.5″)
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WendyLett2WAY System
»» Assists the Carer with lateral
move and fine positioning
of the User when turning
unaided is not possible
»» 2 way system prevents the
User sliding down the bed
»» Slide sheet has a clear
pattern of wide grey stripes
on a white background
»» User can be turned laterally in
the direction of the stripes
when placed on top of the
WendyLett base sheet

WendyLett4WAY System
(Multi-Directional)
»» Enables repositioning in multiple
directions (up/down/sideways)
when placed on top of the
WendyLett base sheet
»» Allows easy turning, repositioning
and recumbent positioning of the
User in this combination
»» Brake system can be created by
tucking the draw sheet under the
mattress and the User’s buttocks
& shoulders ensuring User security
»» Offers easy and safe
positioning of users who
have a one-sided weakness
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Easy Slide Base Sheets (Single)

*All dimensions
shown are in cm’s

120cm

120cm

165cm

*All dimensions
shown are in cm’s

165cm

165cm
CA35-D3

CA35-D2

CA35-S2

CA35-S1

CA35-D1

140cm

140cm
200cm

200cm

200cm

200cm

200cm

The easy-slide sheet is a two-way sheet
that is designed to aid people with impaired
mobility to turn independently. The base
sheet has a low friction panel which can
cover the entire bed length or 3/4 of the
bed length for users who are able to
push themselves with their feet.

Easy Slide Base Sheets (Double)

The easy-slide base sheet incorporates high friction side
panels to stop the user from sliding too far across the bed.
The easy-slide base sheet is also ideal for women who are
heavily pregnant as it reduces the friction and shearing
on the hips when attempting to turn during the night.
70cm

70cm

150cm

95cm

150cm

165cm

165cm
CA35-D6

CA35-D5

140cm

140cm

140cm

60cm

200cm

60cm

200cm

200cm

200cm

200cm
100cm

60cm
165cm

CA35-D4

CA35-Q2

CA35-Q1

100cm

95cm

60cm

CODE

DESCRIPTION

CA35-D1

Easyslide Base Sheet - 165 x 200cm - Full length satin centre (95 x 200cm)

CODE

DESCRIPTION

CA35-D2

Easyslide Base Sheet - 165 x 200cm - 3/4 length satin centre (95 x 140cm)

CA35-S1

Easyslide Base Sheet - 120 x 200cm - Full length satin centre (70 x 200cm)

CA35-D3

Easyslide Base Sheet - 165 x 200cm - Full length satin right (60 x 200cm)

CA35-S2

Easyslide Base Sheet - 120 x 200cm - 3/4 length satin centre (70 x 140cm)

CA35-D4

Easyslide Base Sheet - 165 x 200cm - 3/4 length satin right (60 x 140cm)

CA35-Q1

Easyslide Base Sheet - 150 x 200cm - Full length satin centre (100 x 200cm)

CA35-D5

Easyslide Base Sheet - 165 x 200cm - Full length satin left (60 x 200cm)

CA35-Q2

Easyslide Base Sheet - 150 x 200cm - 3/4 length satin centre (100 x 140cm)

CA35-D6

Easyslide Base Sheet - 165 x 200cm - 3/4 length satin left (60 x 140cm)
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Easy Slide Base Sheets (King Size)
180cm

*All dimensions
shown are in cm’s

180cm

The easy-slide top sheets
are an in bed positional
system designed to work
in conjunction with the
easy-slide base sheet.

180cm

140cm

210cm

270cm
CA35-TQ2

CA35-K6

CA35-K5

140cm

140cm

140cm

140cm

200cm

200cm

200cm

200cm

200cm

100cm

100cm

200cm

140cm

CA35-TS2

The system also allows a safer
turn of the User as it allows the
turn to be compiled in the centre
of the bed, which reduces the
cases where the User is turned
on their side but is too close to
the edge of the bed.

180cm

CA35-K4

100cm

200cm

200cm

200cm

180cm

270cm
CA35-TQ1

140cm

200cm

180cm

210cm

When applied to the easy-slide
base sheet, the system allows
the user to be repositioned in bed
in all directions, due to the under
panel of low friction material.
The system can be used with
either one or two carers.

100cm

100cm

*All dimensions
shown are in cm’s

CA35-TS1

CA35-K3

CA35-K2

CA35-K1

100cm

Easy Slide Top Sheets (Single)

140cm

140cm

CODE

DESCRIPTION

CA35-K1

Easyslide Base Sheet - 180 x 200cm - Full length satin centre (100 x 200cm)

CA35-K2

Easyslide Base Sheet - 180 x 200cm - 3/4 length satin centre (100 x 140cm)

CODE

DESCRIPTION

CA35-K3

Easyslide Base Sheet - 180 x 200cm - Full length satin right (100 x 200cm)

CA35-TS1

Easyslide Top Sheet - 210 x200cm - Full length (140 x 200cm)

CA35-K4

Easyslide Base Sheet - 180 x 200cm - 3/4 length satin right (100 x 140cm)

CA35-TS2

Easyslide Top Sheet - 210 x 200cm - 3/4 length (140 x 140cm)

CA35-K5

Easyslide Base Sheet - 180 x 200cm - Full length satin left (100 x 200cm)

CA35-TQ1

Easyslide Top Sheet - 270 x 200cm - Full length (140 x 200cm)

CA35-K6

Easyslide Base Sheet - 180 x 200cm - 3/4 length satin left (100 x 140cm)

CA35-TQ2

Easyslide Top Sheet - 270 x 200cm - 3/4 length (140 x 140cm)
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Easy Slide Top Sheets (Double & King Size)
285cm

*All dimensions
shown are in cm’s

The Freeway Bed Management System provides
an easy to use, low friction solution for patients
who require frequent repositioning.

285cm
CA35-TD2

CA35-TD1

The Freeway Bed Management System consists of two separate
units, the system has been designed to provide comfort for patients
and can help to reduce incidences of pressure ulcers. It also
provides ease of use by carers and forms an ideal bed solution as
part of a single handed care package. Can be used on pressure
care mattresses and can also be used with a hoist to assist turning.
Dimensions 140 x 150cm. Maximum user weight 200Kg.

140cm
200cm

200cm

140cm

Bed Management System

140cm

300cm

300cm
CA35-TK2

CA35-TK1

140cm

Breathable
waterproof
quilted cotton
top sheet.

200cm

200cm

140cm

Water
resistant under
sheet with
wide non slip
sides

140cm
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CODE

DESCRIPTION

CA35-TD1

Easyslide Top Sheet - 285 x 200cm - Full length (140cm x 200cm)

CODE

DESCRIPTION

CA35-TD2

Easyslide Top Sheet - 285 x200cm - 3/4 length (140 x 140cm)

2002AACBMS-COM

Freeway Bed Management System Complete

CA35-TK1

Easyslide Top Sheet - 300 x 200cm - Full length (140 x 200cm)

2002ACCBMS-BSS

Bottom sheet only

CA35-TK2

Easyslide Top Sheet - 300 x 200cm 3/4 length (140 x 140cm)

2002ACCBMS-QS

Quilted cotton top sheet only
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Casa Lift Hoist
The Casa Lift Hoist 18001BE is a lightweight
and versatile lifting hoist that is easy to move
into position and allows Users to achieve a lower
lifting position even from the floor. This electrically
operated hoist has a very high lifting range at
a maximum of 170cm (67″), making it one of the
highest lifting hoists on the market.
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

High lift range of 170cm (67″)
Maximum User Weight Limit 180kg (28st)
Quality Linak control system with electric leg opener
50,000 lift cycle
Low clearance, easy access underneath beds
V shaped spreader bar offers greater head clearance
Compact, easy access through doorways
Ease of sling attachment
Optional counter / service indicator available
Optional weighing scales available
3 years warranty frame, 5 years warranty control
system, 12 months warranty on battery

Weighing
Scales for Casa
Lift Hoist
Code: 18002BE

DESCRIPTION

CODE

Casa Lift Hoist

18001BE

Casa Lift Hoist complete with Counter / Service Indicator

18001CBE

LIFTING RANGE (BOOM POSITION LOW-HIGH)

CHASSIS LENGTH CHASSIS WIDTH (SPREAD)

CHASSIS WIDTH (PARALLEL)

CHASSIS HEIGHT (7.5CM) CHASSIS HEIGHT (10CM) WEIGHT CAPACITY

44 - 170cm (17 - 67″)

115cm (45″)

59cm (23″)

10cm (4″)

112cm (44″)
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13.5cm (5.5″)

180kg (28st)

Samsoft 150

Samsoft 175

The Samsoft Mini’s compact design enables
it to be manoeuvred easily in small spaces
and through doorways. This electrically
operated hoist has manual pedals, enabling
the chassis legs to be opened with ease
and wheeled around a chair.

Folding
hoist can be
vertically stored
away when not
in use

»» Compact design enables it to be manoeuvred
easily in small spaces and through doorways
»» Can be vertically stored away when not in use
»» Electrically operated hoist has manual pedals,
enabling the chassis legs to be opened with
ease and wheeled around a chair
»» Quality Dewert control system
»» On / Off board charging system
»» Low clearance, easy access underneath beds
»» Charger holder
»» Colour coded brake castors
»» Comprehensive range of slings available

The Samsoft 175 has a greater weight capacity
than the Samsoft 150 at 175 Kg (27.5st) and can
be vertically stored away when not in use. This
electrically operated hoist has manual pedals,
enabling the chassis legs to be opened with
ease and wheeled around a chair.

Folding
hoist can be
vertically stored
away when not
in use

»» Higher weight capacity than the Samsoft Mini at 175 Kg
»» Folding hoist can be vertically stored away when not in use
»» Electrically operated hoist has manual pedals, enabling
the chassis legs to be opened with ease and
wheeled around a chair
»» Quality Dewert control system
»» On / Off board charging system
»» Low clearance, easy access underneath beds
»» Charger holder
»» Colour coded brake castors
»» Comprehensive range of sling available

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LIFTING RANGE (BOOM POSITION LOW-HIGH)

CHASSIS LENGTH

CHASSIS WIDTH (OVERALL)

CHASSIS WIDTH (INTERNAL)

CHASSIS HEIGHT WEIGHT CAPACITY

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LIFTING RANGE (BOOM POSITION LOW-HIGH)

CHASSIS LENGTH

CHASSIS WIDTH (OVERALL)

CHASSIS WIDTH (INTERNAL)

CHASSIS HEIGHT WEIGHT CAPACITY

18009BE

Samsoft 150 Hoist

64 - 170cm (25 - 67″)

89cm (35″)

56cm (22″)

45 - 79cm (18 - 31″)

9cm (3.5″)

18010BE

Samsoft 175 Hoist

38 - 160cm (15 - 63″)

112cm (44″)

61cm (24″)

50 - 94cm (20 - 37″)

9cm (3.5″)
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150kg (24st)

23

175kg (27.5st)

Parklite Aluminium Hoists

Parklite Standing Raiser

The Parklite range of hoists are manufactured in
lightweight aluminium. Electrically operated user
functions allow a single carer to perform safe and
secure patient lifts without the risk of injury to their
neck or shoulders. The intelligent service diagnostic
system with visual LCD display is built in to the
control box to make servicing ever easier.

The Parklite stand aid hoist is
manufactured from lightweight aluminium.
Electrically operated user functions allow
a single carer to raise the User from a
seated to standing position, without the
risk of injury to their neck or shoulders.

Parklite
200

The intelligent service diagnostic system with visual
LCD display is built in to the control box to make
servicing ever easier. The cycle counter records every
lift cycle when the hoist is loaded, whilst the unique
work counter records every second that the actuator
is working regardless of whether the lift is loaded or
unloaded. Usage information is displayed visually
identifying the age and condition of the actuator.

Bariatric
Parklite
320

Transport
Sling*
Parklite
180

The cycle counter records every lift cycle when the hoist is loaded,
whilst the unique work counter records every second that the
actuator is working regardless of whether the lift is loaded or
unloaded. Usage information is displayed visually making identifying
the age and condition of the actuator very easy. The Parklite range
of hoists have been specifically designed for the Acute Sector,
satisfying the highest standards for safety and reliability.

Padded polyester
material. Velcro and
buckle fastening.
Coloured loops. Legs
for added security
*Slings fit all Parklite and Novaltis Hoists

CODE

DESCRIPTION

3901TBE

3901TBE Small Transport Sling for Stand Aid Hoist

3902TBE

3902TBE Medium Transport Sling for Stand Aid Hoist

3903TBE

3903TBE Large Transport Sling for Stand Aid Hoist

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LIFTING RANGE (BOOM POSITION LOW-HIGH)

CHASSIS LENGTH

CHASSIS WIDTH (OVERALL)

CHASSIS WIDTH (INTERNAL)

CHASSIS HEIGHT WEIGHT CAPACITY

4001010001

Parklite 180 Hoist

44 - 173cm (17 - 68″)

114cm (45″)

61cm (24″)

52 - 99cm (20 - 39″)

10.5cm (4″)

180kg (28st)

CODE

4001010003 Parklite 320 Hoist

53 - 182cm (21 - 71″)

150cm (59″)

79cm (31″)

65 - 105cm (25 - 41″)

15.7cm (6″)

320kg (50st)

4001010002 Parklite 200 Hoist

24

24

DESCRIPTION

LIFTING RANGE (BOOM POSITION LOW-HIGH)

CHASSIS LENGTH

CHASSIS WIDTH (OVERALL)

CHASSIS WIDTH (INTERNAL)

CHASSIS HEIGHT WEIGHT CAPACITY

94 - 144cm (37 - 56″)

95cm (37″)

57cm (22″)

46 - 71cm (18 - 28″)

13.5cm (5″)

25

200kg (31st)

Novaltis Lift Aid
The Drive Novaltis enables Users to be quickly
and efficiently transferred with ease. The Novaltis
requires the User to participate with the lift/transfer.
This encourages the User to remain active as long
as possible. It easily transfers Users from bed to chair,
chair to commode/bathroom etc. in a fraction of the
time required for a conventional sling lifter.
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Low castors for better access under beds
Large knee pads for safe and secure transfers
Dewert Control System with emergency Stop button
Ergonomic push handle
High weight capacity of 175 kg (27.5st)

Dewert
Control System
with off board
charging
system

Stand Up Sling*
The Stand up sling is designed
to assist with the standing
process. Fully padded polyester
sling with non slip mesh and
adjustable body belt for added
security. Only suitable for those
who have a degree of weight
bearing capability

*Slings fit all Parklite and Novaltis Hoists

CODE

DESCRIPTION

3901BE

3901BE Small Stand Up Sling

CODE

DESCRIPTION

OVERALL WIDTH OF BASE

OVERALL LENGTH OF BASE

BASE HEIGHT

PUSH HANDLE HEIGHT

INNER FEET SPACING

PRODUCT WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

3902BE

3902BE Medium Stand Sling

18008BE

Novaltis Lift Aid

61cm (24″)

94cm (37″)

9cm (3.5″)

79-101cm (31-40″)

54-81cm (21-32″)

39kg (77lb)

175kg (27.5st)

3903BE

3903BE Large Stand Up Sling
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Hermes Hoist

Portable Bed Hoist

The Hermes 250 is a very robust bariatric hoist.
This bariatric hoist is fitted with larger 10cm
castors, making manoeuvrability of the hoist
easier. This hoist has a Linak Control System.

The portable electric bedhead hoist combines
strength and flexibility with ease of transportation
and use. Designed to assist transfers from bed
to chair, wheelchair or commode. Filling a gap
in the market between mobile hoists and ceiling
track/gantry hoists, the portable bed hoist
provides safe and practical transfers in situations
where other options are not practical.

The battery is charged on board and the mains lead is
neatly stored on a mains lead retainer on the mast of the
hoist. The four point spreader bar offers greater comfort for
the Client when being hoisted in a sling. The spreader bar
is also angled to offer greater head clearance. There are
metal clips fitted to each spreader bar point, ensuring no
movement of the sling loops when fitted.

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Particularly useful for areas where space is constrained
180° arc of movement
Breaks down into easily manageable sections.
Can be stored easily on its specially designed transport stand
Comprehensive range of slings available
Manual lowering device
Maximum user weight limit 152 Kg (24st)
3 years warranty (1st year parts & labour,
2nd and 3rd year parts only)

Transport
Stand

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LIFTING RANGE (BOOM POSITION LOW-HIGH)

CHASSIS LENGTH

CHASSIS WIDTH (OVERALL)

CHASSIS WIDTH (INTERNAL)

CHASSIS HEIGHT WEIGHT CAPACITY

CODE

DESCRIPTION

HEIGHT (FLOOR TO TOP OF BOOM)

OVERALL WIDTH

WIDTH WITH EXTRA LONG LEG FOR 180° SWING

OVERALL LENGTH

WEIGHT

WEIGHT WITH TRANSPORT STAND

18011BE

Hermes 250

54 - 180cm (21 - 71″)

136cm (53″)

74cm (29″)

60 - 110.5cm (23 - 43″)

11.4cm (4″)

HST13

Overhead Hoist

204.8cm

202cm

283.5cm

197.5cm

50 Kg

62 Kg
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250kg (39st)
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Slings
When choosing a sling, consider the following
factors:- the amount of support required, the tasks
which need to be undertaken, the comfort of the
person being lifted, the ability of the person being
lifted, the ability of the Carer and the hoist used.
»» All Drive DeVilbiss slings have colour coded edges so
that you can easily determine its size:- Black = Extra Large,
Green = Large, Yellow = Medium, Red = Small
»» Each sling has colour coded positional loops
to offer different seating positions
»» All slings come with padded legs as standard for optimum comfort. The
padded legs are fitted with nylon inserts to stop the legs from bunching
»» A modesty strap is fitted to the left hand leg of the Fast Fit Deluxe Sling
»» Nylon inserts are fitted to the head area of
the Comfort Sling for additional support
»» The rear of the slings have straps fitted to assist the Carer
to position and apply the sling to the client in safety
»» Slings manufactured from spacer fabric are also available.
Spacer fabric is a 3 dimensional material, which is more
suitable for sitting on for longer periods of time
»» All slings have woven labels for greater longevity and
have a QR code, when scanned, takes you through
to a video of how to assemble the slings
»» Maximum user weight limit of slings:- Nett (200Kg),
Spacer (300Kg) Polyester (400Kg)

SLING

EXTRA SMALL

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

EXTRA LARGE

Fast Fit Sling

3201XBE

3201BE

3202BE

3203BE

3203XBE

Deluxe Hammock Sling

4501XBE

4501BE

4502BE

4503BE

4503XBE

Fast Fit Deluxe Sling - Polyester

3401XBE

3401BE

3402BE

3403BE

3403XBE

Fast Fit Deluxe Sling - Net

3404XBE

3404BE

3405BE

3406BE

3406XBE

Comfort Sling

3301XBE

3301BE

3302BE

3303BE

3303XBE

Dress Sling

3101XBE

3101BE

3102BE

3103BE

3103XBE

Split Leg in Chair Hammock Sling

4001XBE

4001BE

4002BE

4003BE

4003XBE

In Chair Hammock Comfort Sling

4101XBE

4101BE

4102BE

4103BE

4103XBE

High Back Toilet Sling

4201XBE

4201BE

4202BE

4203BE

4203XBE
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Slings

The Dress Sling in polyester is an easy fit
sling, specifically designed for easy access
for toileting/personal hygiene. This sling
allows access to adjust clothing and is fitted
to head area for additional support.

The Fast Fit Sling in polyester is a universal all
purpose sling, fast and easy to apply with full back
and leg support. The padded legs are fitted with
nylon inserts to stop the legs from bunching. This
sling can be fitted to cross the Users legs to protect
their modesty. Secured by loop fastening.

The Deluxe Hammock Sling is a hybrid sling designed to
offer the full support of a hammock sling with the function of
a universal. Can be applied and removed while seated in a
chair, whilst the full padded support of the upper thigh gives
maximum comfort, lifting from both inner and outer thigh to
reduce hip rotation and abduction. This sling is suitable for
the majority of users including amputees and those prone
to excessive movements. Secured by loop fastening.

The Fast Fit Deluxe Sling is designed to
give full body support, offering additional
support to sacral and thigh area. It is
available in both polyester and net fabric.
A modesty strap is fitted to the left hand
leg. Secured by loop fastening.

The Comfort Sling in polyester has been
designed to give extra support and comfort. It
is a general purpose sling with an integral head
support. Nylon inserts are fitted to head area for
additional support. Secured by loop fastening.
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The Split Leg In Chair Hammock Sling comes with hip straps and
pockets to tuck lifting straps into and is supplied in black spacer fabric.
This sling has a split leg design allowing you to fold away the leg supports
preventing build up of heat and adding to user comfort. The spacer fabric
offers additional benefits which are the fabrics 3 dimensional and used for
the replacement of foam padding. The fabric is breathable, very durable
and provides excellent pressure distribution. Secured by loop fastening.

The In Chair Hammock Comfort Sling was designed to
give a more comfortable transfer for Users who experience
discomfort when hoisted. A seamless bottom edge reduces
pressure caused by taught binding and is complimented with
a thinner padded pommel. This sling has the benefit of spacer
fabric, reducing heat build-up and through 4 way stretch as well
as being seamless, helping with pressure distribution. Suitable
for those who are unable to remove slings after transfer.

The High Back Toilet Sling provides additional support,
enabling those users who can support themselves sufficiently
enough to resist the gravitational effect of a large aperture, to
safely toilet directly from a seated position. With a wide body belt,
high and rigid back and the use of extensor straps anchored to
give maximum support along with a unique low cut around the
hips, the problem of under arm pressure is eliminated.
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Acute Riser Recliner

Chicago Rise & Recliner

Ideal for individuals who have difficulty standing
up and sitting down due to restricted mobility
e.g. those with MS, Arthritis, Rheumatism or
circulation problems. The Acute Riser Recliner
Armchair has been specifically designed for the
Acute Sector and can be easily manoeuvred
from one side of the room to the other.

The Anti-Microbial Chicago has been tested to BS 5852
ignition source 5 (Crib 5) making it ideal for nursing and
care home environments. The easy to clean PVC has
passed the Anti-Microbial standard ASTM G-21-96.

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

»» This Chicago model has been Crib 5 tested, so it is
suitable for Nursing, Care and Residential Homes
»» Anti-Microbial PVC fabric helps minimise build up of
harmful bacteria such as MRSA and is easy to wipe
clean for improved infection and hygiene control
»» Stylish and modern upholstery to suit any decor
»» Ergonomically contoured seat and back and
padded upholstery for added comfort and support
»» One motor activates a distinct lift, rest and recline action
»» It will rise and tilt Users to their feet
»» Excellent snooze position with backrest reclining
to 64° for supreme comfort and relaxation
»» Quiet motors provide a smooth and discreet operation
»» Quality assured, meeting all relevant fire retardancy standards
»» Safety key is built into hand controller to
prevent accidental movement and entrapment
»» Stitched handset holder to prevent loss or damage to the handset
»» Ideal for individuals who have difficulty standing up
and sitting down due to restricted mobility e.g. those
with MS, Arthritis, Rheumatism, circulation problems
»» Dual handset model available as a special order (CLR15)

One motor activates a distinct lift, rest and recline action
It will rise and tilt users to their feet
Quiet motors provide a smooth and discreet operation
Ergonomically contoured seat and back for additional comfort
Fully padded chaise for complete comfort
Comes with a simple to operate handset
2 year warranty on wooden frame and electrical components
Anti-microbial and crib 5 fire retardant PVC fabric

Colour Options
Black PVC

Colour Options
Black

Cobblestone

Press down
on pedal to
lower wheels
to manoeuvre
the chair with
ease

Memory
Foam
Seat

CODE

DESCRIPTION

WIDTH

HEIGHT

DEPTH

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT HEIGHT

SEAT DEPTH

WEIGHT CAPACITY

CODE

DESCRIPTION

CLR27BLK

Acute Riser Recliner

82cm (32″)

105cm (41″)

94cm (37″)

53cm (20″)

48cm (19″)

55cm (21″)

130kg (20st)

CLR11

Chicago AM PVC Fabric 83cm (33″)
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WIDTH

HEIGHT

DEPTH

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT HEIGHT

SEAT DEPTH

WEIGHT CAPACITY

108cm (43″)

93cm (37″)

50cm (20″)

48cm (19″)

52cm (20″)

150kg (23st)
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Integra Shell Seat
The Integra Shell Seat tilts forward easily to
help the User stand up from the chair. The chair
is useful for Users who are seated for long
periods at a time and at risk of developing
pressure ulcers, therefore requiring additional
support, comfort and positioning assistance.

Angle
adjustable
legrest

»» Tilt in space chair – gas strut operated
»» The chair will rise and tilt Users to their feet
»» Easy inclination due to the ergonomically
designed push handle with hand lever
»» Angle adjustable and removable legrest which automatically
moves under the seat when the chair is tilted forwards,
enabling the User to get out of the chair with ease
»» Velcro attached ergonomically designed headrest,
which can be easily adjusted
»» Lap belt is fitted as standard for additional safety
»» Handy storage pocket on the backrest
»» Easy to manoeuvre high quality brake wheels (12.5cm)
which integrally rotate 360 degrees
»» Directional wheel enables the chair to be transferred in a straight line
»» Good hoist access for easy moving and handling
»» Brown leather style upholstery on the outside, together
with 2 way stretch, breathable Dartex material on the inside
»» High risk cushion supplied as standard
»» Optional footrest & table available
»» Integra chair available for the Acute Sector
c/w waterproof seat cushion (code SHELLINTACBE)

Ergonomic
wing
headrest

Easy
inclination thanks
to the push-handle
shape and the
adjustable trigger
position

CODE

DESCRIPTION

CODE

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT DEPTH

SEAT HEIGHT

OVERALL WIDTH

OVERALL DEPTH

ARMREST HEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

SHELLINT16

Integra Chair - 16″

SHELLINT16BE

39cm (15.5″)

41cm (16″)

45cm (18″)

67 - 72cm (26 - 28″)

89cm (35″)

23cm (9″)

120kg (19st)

SHELLINT18

Integra Chair - 18″

SHELLINT18BE

45cm (18″)

44cm (17″)

49cm (19″)

67 - 72cm (26 - 28″)

89cm (35″)

23cm (9″)

120kg (19st)

SHELLINT20

Integra Chair - 20″

SHELLINT20BE

51cm (20″)

47cm (18.5″)

53cm (21″)

67 - 72cm (26 - 28″)

89cm (35″)

23cm (9″)

120kg (19st)

SHELLINT18AC

Integra Chair - 18″ - Acute
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Mountway Solo Toilet Lift
The Solo Toilet Lift replicates natural
standing movement at the touch of a button,
assisting Users to help themselves get
up into a standing position.
»» Battery powered device that enables Users with restricted
mobility to get on and off toilet at the touch of a button
»» Ideal for individuals who have difficulty performing sit to stand
activities due to muscle or joint weakness in their legs and/or upper
body e.g. due to multiple sclerosis, osteo or rheumatoid arthritis,
hip replacement, heart problems and obesity
»» Helps reduce manual handling risks for Carers
who provide toileting assistance
»» Powered lifting action replicates body’s natural standing movement
»» Seat can be stopped at any position to suit User
comfort and support requirements
»» Fits easily and compactly over existing toilet, blending
discreetly into modern home
»» Smooth, wipe clean surfaces for ease of cleaning
»» Acts as a normal toilet seat in lowered position
for use by other household members
»» No specialist installation - simply remove existing
toilet seat and place over toilet bowl
»» Feet rotate clockwise and anti clockwise to adjust
height for different Users/toilets
»» Models also available with tilt up armrests (with/without integral
operating controls), which give additional User support
»» Supplied with two rechargeable batteries
to ensure continuous operation
»» Battery level indicator monitors when recharging is required
»» Set of extended feet is available as an accessory to
raise seat a further 6cm (2.5″) for accommodating tall
Users or high toilets (Product code: TL634)

Models also
available with tilt
up armrests (with/
without integral
operating controls),
which give additional
User support

CODE

DESCRIPTION

CODE

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT HEIGHT DOWN

CLEARANCE WIDTH

WEIGHT CAPACITY

MS0HSUK

Solo Toilet Lift without Arms

MS0HSUK

61cm (24″)

54cm (21″)

43cm – 49cm (17″ – 19″)

55cm (22″)

43cm – 49cm (17″ – 19″) 56cm – 62cm (22″ – 24″) 36cm – 42cm (14″ – 17″)

39cm (15″)

160kg (25st)

MS2LSUK

Solo Toilet Lift with 2 Arms (Left Switch)

MS2LSUK

71cm (28″)

54cm (21″)

66cm – 72cm (26″ – 28″) 55cm (22″)

43cm – 49cm (17″ – 19″) 56cm – 62cm (22″ – 24″) 36cm – 42cm (14″ – 17″)

39cm (15″)

160kg (25st)

MS2RSUK

Solo Toilet Lift with 2 Arms (Right Switch)

MS2RSUK

71cm (28″)

54cm (21″)

66cm – 72cm (26″ – 28″) 55cm (22″)

43cm – 49cm (17″ – 19″) 56cm – 62cm (22″ – 24″) 36cm – 42cm (14″ – 17″)

39cm (15″)

160kg (25st)
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SEAT HEIGHT UP

CLEARANCE HEIGHT

There are a wide range of bathlifts
and accessories available. For more
please visit www.drivedevilbiss.co.uk

AquaJoy Premier Plus
The Premier Plus Bathlift is a market leading,
reclining, versatile bathlift that fits almost any style
of bath including corner baths. It is suitable for both
adults and children with a high weight capacity
and a wide range of accessories.
»» This reclining bathlift allows users
to lower / raise themselves safely
and smoothly in and out of the bath
»» Reclining angle up to 40° makes
full use of bath space to maximise
legroom for transfers / bathing
»» Separates easily into two lightweight
sections for easy handling – backrest
simply folds forward to detach
»» High seat travel allows safe,
level transfers in deeper baths
and low travel offers excellent
water immersion
»» Sturdy, plastic construction has
highest weight capacity of any
reclining bathlift – ideal for heavier
users up to 170kg (27st)
»» Supplied with side flap protectors
to allow smooth movement
over bath handles
»» Lifting bar on easy release
suction feet assists to remove
bathlift with ease

Swivel & Slide

DESCRIPTION

AQJA0001

Premier Plus Bathlift (No Covers)

AQJA0001W/B

Premier Plus Bathlift with White / Blue Covers

AQJA0001G

Premier Plus Bathlift with Gel Covers

AQJA0001J

Junior Plus Bathlift (Paediatric - Inc. Covers, Pommel & Support Wings)

Mountway Neptune
The Neptune Bathlift is one of the lightest
battery powered fixed back bathlifts available,
and is suitable for both corner baths and
wider baths for maximum flexibility.

»» Can be used with or without cover
mats; these are easily removed for
machine washing
»» Lightweight, floating, fully waterproof
hand control is comfortable to hold
with soft touch, easy to operate
buttons for users with limited
dexterity or sight impairment
»» Battery indicator light signals red
when recharging is required
»» Built-in safety feature prevents the
bathlift from lowering unless there
is sufficient charge to raise users
to the top of the bath
»» Wide range of accessories offer
varying levels of support for both
adults and children
»» Suitable for thermal decontamination
in automated washing machines
(excluding battery)

CODE

There are a wide range of bathlifts
and accessories available. For more
please visit www.drivedevilbiss.co.uk

Assists users to transfer
on and off bathlift.
Features gel filled
padding for comfort

»» Powered seat gently and safely lowers and raises
Users smoothly in the bath at the touch of a button to maintain
hygiene and soothe aching joints in warm water
»» Compact design allows the bathlift to fit into almost any
style of bath for optimal flexibility
»» Slim line structure sits at the very back of the bath giving
impressive legroom and allowing space for transfers / bathing
»» Large 13cm (5″) suction feet grip securely to bath surface for added safety
»» Contoured side flaps avoid most bath handles for unobstructed use
»» Sits at only 7cm (3″) from the bottom of the bath
allowing improved water immersion
»» Optional extra wide side flaps provide a safe transfer
platform and maximise legroom in corner baths
»» One of the lightest fixed back bathlifts available at 9.5kg (21lb)
»» Compact design allows for space saving storage
»» Separates easily into 2 lightweight sections for quick fitting and removal
»» Smooth and accessible surfaces enable quick and
simple cleaning of the lift and the bath
»» Antimicrobial solution in suction feet, base frame
and handset assists with infection and hygiene control
»» Waterproof, slim line hand control with large textured rocker switches
can be operated by people with limited dexterity or visual impairment
»» Battery level indicator light monitors when recharging is required
and Stop Descent™ feature prevents bathlift from lowering without
sufficient battery power to rise
»» Seat is made from sturdy glass filled polypropylene (PP)
with a robust, rust proof aluminium frame
»» Suitable for thermal decontamination in washing
machines (excluding battery)
»» Warranty – 5 years on frame/seat, 2 years on consumables
and 1 year on battery and accessories

Code: AQJA0012

PREMIER PLUS TECHNICAL DATA

CODE

DESCRIPTION

NEPA

Neptune Bathlift

HEIGHT MINIMUM

9cm (3.5″)

BACKREST HEIGHT

60cm (24″)

NEPTUNE TECHNICAL DATA

HEIGHT MAXIMUM

46cm (18″)

BACKREST WIDTH

34cm (13″)

HEIGHT MINIMUM

7cm (3″)

BACKREST HEIGHT

66cm (26″)

WIDTH (INC. SIDE FLAPS)

69cm (27″)

BACKREST RECLINE

40°

HEIGHT MAXIMUM

43.5cm (17″)

BACKREST WIDTH

34cm (13″)

DEPTH (WITH BACKREST RECLINED)

90cm (35″)

BASEPLATE WIDTH

39cm (15″)

WIDTH (INC. SIDE FLAPS)

73cm (29″)

BASEPLATE WIDTH

33.5cm (13″)

DEPTH (WITH BACKREST UPRIGHT)

65cm (26″)

BASEPLATE DEPTH

58cm (23″)

DEPTH (UPRIGHT)

58cm (23″)

BASEPLATE DEPTH

39cm (15″)

SEAT WIDTH

39cm (15″)

WEIGHT (WITHOUT BATTERY)

13kg (29lb)

SEAT WIDTH

35cm (14″)

WEIGHT (WITHOUT BATTERY)

9.5kg (21lb)

SEAT DEPTH

49cm (19″)

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

170kg (27st)

SEAT DEPTH

41cm (16″)

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

160kg (25st)
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Bathroom Accessories
Vitaturn K - Turning Aid
Allows Users with limited mobility to turn on seat
for easier transfers into bath. Smooth rotating
operation for added comfort. 2cm (1″) height on
seat still maintains good water immersion.

CODE

DESCRIPTION

412100100

Vitaturn K - Turning Aid

Vitaturn L - Turning Aid & Transfer Aid
Securely attaches to the sliding surface offering more
safety and relief for the Carer. Assists Users with
restricted mobility to slide onto seat from outside
bath and turn to lift their legs into bath.

CODE

DESCRIPTION

101385

Vitaturn L - Turning and Transfer Aid
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Leaflet Code: LL222

For more information contact your local dealer:

www.drivedevilbiss.co.uk
All sizes and weights stated are nominal. All errors and omissions excepted. Due to the limitations of
photography and the printing process colours shown may not be 100% accurate.

